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What is Impact Evaluation?
• “An impact evaluaDon assesses changes in the well-being of individuals,
households, communiDes or ﬁrms that can be a=ributed to a parDcular
project, program or policy” Source: World Bank
• “Impact evaluaDon is an assessment of how the interven,on being
evaluated aﬀects outcomes, whether these eﬀects are intended or
unintended.” Source: OECD
• “The primary purpose of impact evalua,on is to determine whether a
program has an impact (on a few key outcomes), and more speciﬁcally, to
quan,fy how large that impact is.” Source: J-PAL

Photo Credit Goes Here

Motivating Examples
•

What are some examples of project, programs, or
policies for which you have conducted or might want to
conduct an impact evaluaDon?

•

Which method(s) did you use and why?

• “The key challenge in impact evaluaDon is ﬁnding a
group of people who did not parDcipate, but closely
resemble the parDcipants had those parDcipants not
received the program. Measuring outcomes in this
comparison group is as close as we can get to
measuring ‘how parDcipants would have been
otherwise’. There are many methods of doing this and
each method comes with its own assump,ons.”
J-PAL IntroducDon to EvaluaDons
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By the end of today’s session, you should be able to:

TODAY’S SESSION
1. Deﬁni,on of impact evalua,on (IE)
2. Mo,va,ng examples
3. Key challenges in IE
•
•
•

The missing counterfactual
SelecDon bias
External validity and internal validity

4. Overview of common methods for IE
•
•
•
•
•

Randomized evaluaDon
Propensity Score Matching
Diﬀerence-in-Diﬀerences
Instrumental Variables
Regression DisconDnuity

Main Reference

FUTURE SESSIONS:
GO INTO EACH
METHOD IN DETAIL

1. Deﬁne impact evalua1on (IE)
2. Deﬁne counterfactual and explain why it’s key to IE but not
observable
3. IdenDfy and explain 2 “counterfeit counterfactuals” (Khandker et al. 2009)
4. Deﬁne selec1on bias and explain why it’s a problem
5. Explain the intui1on of the various IE methods we cover, how
they try to address the missing counterfactual and selecDon bias
problems, and some of their main assumpDons
6. Deﬁne external validity and internal validity

We will focus on quantitative methods for ex post IE

These training materials draw heavily on:
Khandker, S.R., Koolwal, G.B. and Samad, H.A.,
2009. Handbook on impact evalua1on:
quan1ta1ve methods and prac1ces. Washington,
DC: World Bank Publica,ons.

But there are various types of IE:
• Ex ante & ex post

Available here.
We will not do Stata exercises today b/c this is an
overview session, but there are Stata exercises on
each method at the end of the Handbook.

• Quan,ta,ve & qualita,ve
Following Khandker et al. (2009)
Following Khandker et al. (2009)
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The missing counterfactual problem

WITH VS. WITHOUT

• Suppose we want to do an IE of the Food Security Pack Program
(FSPP) and are interested in how the program aﬀected HH per
capita income
• Consider a HH that parDcipated in FSPP
• What outcome do we observe & what is the counterfactual?
• Now consider a HH that did NOT parDcipate
• Now what do we observe & what is the counterfactual?
• The impact of FSPP can be measured by comparing observed and
counterfactual HH per capita income
• What is the challenge/problem?

• The key comparison we want to make in IE is
between outcomes WITH VS. WITHOUT the
intervenDon (project/program/policy)
• Impact = “With” outcome – “without” outcome

Program Impact: With vs. Without
Par<cipants’ income
WITH the program?
• Y4
Par<cipants’ income
WITHOUT the program
(counterfactual
income)?
• Y2

“Counterfeit counterfactuals” (Khandker et al. 2009)
Counterfeit counterfactual #1:
Why can’t we (in most cases) get a good IE es<mate
simply by comparing average outcomes aGer the
interven<on of par1cipants vs. non-par1cipants?

Program impact?
• Y4 - Y2
Source: Khandker et al. (2009)
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Counterfeit counterfactual #1: Participants vs. Non-Participants
Non-parDcipants =
“control” here
What is the (counterfeit
counterfactual) impact
if compare par<cipants
and non-par<cipants?
• Y4 – Y3

Source: Khandker et al. (2009)

Counterfeit counterfactual #2:
Why can’t we (in most cases) get a good IE es<mate
simply by comparing outcomes of par<cipants before
vs. aCer the interven<on?

How does this compare
to the true impact
(Y4 – Y2) and why?
(Hint: look at
par<cipants’ and nonpar<cipants’ incomes
BEFORE the program.)

Counterfeit counterfactual #2: Before vs. After
What is the (counterfeit
counterfactual) impact
if compare par<cipants’
outcomes before vs.
aGer the program?
• Y4 – Y0
How does this compare
to the true impact
(Y4 – Y2) and why?
(Hint: what happens to
the counterfactual over
<me?)
Source: Khandker et al. (2009)

“Counterfeit counterfactuals” (Khandker et al. 2009)

IE is about dealing with the missing counterfactual
Per Khandker et al. (2009, p. 25):
• “An impact evaluaDon is essenDally a problem of missing data,
because one cannot observe the outcomes of program parDcipants
had they not been beneﬁciaries.”
• “Without informaDon on the counterfactual, the next best alterna,ve
is to compare outcomes of treated individuals or households with
those of a comparison group that has not been treated.”
• The key is to “pick a comparison group that is very similar to the
treated group, such that those who received treatment would have
had outcomes similar to those in the comparison group in absence of
treatment.”
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Selection bias

NotaDon follows
Khandker et al. (2009)

Why not just esDmate the following equaDon to obtain an
unbiased esDmate of the impact of the intervenDon?

NotaDon follows Khandker et al. (2009)

Implications for OLS if Cov(T, ε)≠0?

Yi = βTi + Xiα + εi
Where:
Ti = 1 if parDcipate, =0 o.w.
Xi = vector of observed factors aﬀecDng Y
εi = error term (unobserved factors aﬀecDng Y)

Following Khandker et al. (2009)

Why might treatment be non-random?
1. Program placement
2. Self-selec,on
Can be based on observed and/or unobserved factors
– Which is more problema<c – unobserved or
observed?
– If based on unobserved factors, then Cov(T, ε)≠0
and have (unobserved) selec,on bias à biased
esDmates

NotaDon follows Khandker et al. (2009)

More formal notation: The potential outcomes
framework (a.k.a. the Rubin causal model)
• Let Yi(1) = PC income for HH i with treatment (Ti=1)
• Let Yi(0) = PC income for HH i without treatment (Ti=0)
• Impact for HH i = Yi(1)-Yi(0) but counterfactual is
unobserved
• In the populaDon, the average treatment eﬀect is:
ATE = E[Yi(1)-Yi(0)]
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NotaDon follows Khandker et al. (2009)

More formal notation (cont’d)

• Suppose we try to measure the ATE by comparing the average
outcomes of parDcipants and non-parDcipants:
D=E[Yi(1)|Ti=1]-E[Yi(0)|Ti=0]
• Does this equal the ATE {E[Yi(1)-Yi(0)]}?
– Only if E[Yi(1)|Ti=1]=E[Yi(1)] and E[Yi(0)|Ti=0]=E[Yi(0)]
• To see selecDon bias, add/subtract E[Yi(0)|Ti=1] (the counterfactual):
D=E[Yi(1)|Ti=1]-E[Yi(0)|Ti=0]+E[Yi(0)|Ti=1]-E[Yi(0)|Ti=1]
• Rearrange: D=E[Yi(1)|Ti=1]-E[Yi(0)|Ti=1]+E[Yi(0)|Ti=1]-E[Yi(0)|Ti=0]
ATT

IE methods are different approaches to
eliminate or correct for selection bias
In order to obtain unbiased esDmates of the causal
eﬀects of the intervenDon

Selec,on bias

• If no selec,on bias, D=ATT (can also write as E[Yi(1)-Yi(0)|Ti=1]
• ATT=ATE if the poten,al outcomes are independent of treatment

NotaDon follows Khandker et al. (2009)

Randomized evaluations

Randomized evaluations (cont’d)

• How do randomized evalua<ons deal with the selec<on
bias problem?
– Randomize treatment
– If done properly, then treatment assignment is
independent of subject’s characterisDcs
– D=E[Yi(1)|Ti=1]-E[Yi(0)|Ti=1]+E[Yi(0)|Ti=1]-E[Yi(0)|Ti=0]
ATT

ParDcipants and
control group similar
before the program.
How can we see this in
the ﬁgure?

Selec,on bias

– As a result, condiDonal=uncondiDonal expectaDon,
resulDng in D=ATT, and ATT=ATE

Source: Khandker et al. (2009)
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NotaDon follows Khandker et al. (2009)

Randomized evaluations (cont’d)
If randomizaDon is at the i level (and some other
assumpDons hold), then esDmate treatment eﬀect via
simple OLS:

Thought exercise: What randomized
evaluation would you like to carry out if
anything were possible?

Yi = α+βTi + εi
where Yi =[Yi(1)Ti] + [Yi(0)(1-Ti)] is the observed
outcome

Per Khandker et al. (2009)

There are many complexities to randomized
evaluations (future session?) and some
concerns – for example:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Ethical concerns
Compliance issues
Spillover eﬀects
External validity

Aside: Internal vs. external validity
• Validity: “whether a parDcular conclusion or inference
represents a good approximaDon to the true conclusion or
inference (i.e., whether our methods of research and
subsequent observaDons provide an adequate reﬂecDon of the
truth)”
• Internal validity: “the ability of a researcher to argue that
observed correlaDons are causal”
• External validity: “the ability to generalize the relaDonships
found in a study to other persons, Dmes, and sevngs”
Source: Roe & Just (2009, p. 1266)
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Internal vs. external validity (cont’d)
For what types of data/
research methodologies
is internal validity more
of a challenge and why?
How about external
validity?
Implica1ons?

Source: Roe & Just (2009)

Propensity Score Matching (PSM) – cont’d
• A criDcal PSM assumpDon is selec,on on observables. What
do you think this means?
– Other names for this assumpDon are unconfoundedness, ignorability of
treatment, and condi,onal independence – i.e., condiDonal on observed
covariates, treatment status is independent of the potenDal outcomes
– If assume only Yi(0) is condiDonally independent (weaker, less restricDve
assumpDon), then get ATT instead of ATE

Propensity Score Matching (PSM)
• Who has used PSM before and what were you studying?
• What is the PSM approach to construc<ng a comparison
group / approxima<ng the counterfactual, and how is the ATE
calculated?
– “PSM constructs a staDsDcal comparison group that is based on
a model of the probability of par,cipa,ng in the treatment,
using observed characteris,cs. ParDcipants are then matched
on the basis of this probability, or propensity score, to nonparDcipants. The average treatment eﬀect of the program is
then calculated as the mean diﬀerence in outcomes across the
two groups” (Khandker et al. 2009, p. 53)

Propensity Score Matching (PSM) – cont’d
• The other criDcal PSM assumpDon is that there is suﬃcient
overlap (a.k.a. “common support”) in the propensity scores of
ulDmate parDcipants and non-parDcipants

• Implica<ons for the circumstances under which PSM “solves”
the selec<on bias problem?
– “when only observed characteris,cs…aﬀect program
par,cipa,on” (Khandker et al., 2009 – p. 53)
Source: Khandker et al. (2009)
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Propensity Score Matching (PSM) – cont’d
• Many more PSM issues, intricacies, and related methods to
discuss but hopefully this gives you the “gist” of the approach

Paraphrased from Khandker et al. (2009)

Difference-in-Differences (DID)
• Key diﬀerence between PSM and DID: PSM assumes
selec,on on observables only, DID allows selecDon to be a
funcDon of ,me-constant unobserved factors (a.k.a. Dme
invariant unobserved heterogeneity)
– Where have you heard this term before?
– What if selec<on is a func<on of <me-varying unobservables?

• Another key diﬀerence:
– Randomized evalua,ons & PSM – cross-secDonal data
suﬃcient (although panel data beyer – baseline/endline)
– DID requires panel data (or at least repeated cross secDons)

Difference-in-Differences (DID) – cont’d
• Who has used DID before and what were you studying?
• What is the DID approach to construc<ng a comparison group /
approxima<ng the counterfactual, and how is the DID treatment
eﬀect calculated?
– “The DID esDmator relies on a comparison of parDcipants and
non-parDcipants before and azer the intervenDon”
(Khandker et al. 2009, p. 72)
– DID Impact=(avg. ΔY parDcipants)-(avg. ΔY non-parDcipants)
• (YT aler- YT before) - (Yc aler- Yc before)
• à why it’s called diﬀerence-in-diﬀerences or double diﬀerence

Difference-in-Differences (DID) – cont’d
DID impact = (YT aler- YT before) - (Yc aler- Yc before)
Change in par<cipants’
income?
• Y4-Y0
Change in nonpar<cipants’ (control)
income?
• Y3-Y1
DID impact?
• (Y4-Y0)-(Y3-Y1)
Source: Khandker et al. (2009)
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Difference-in-Differences (DID) – cont’d
Key assump,on: parallel trends = “unobserved characterisDcs aﬀecDng
program parDcipaDon do not vary over Dme with treatment
status” (Khandker et al. 2009, p. 73)
• Implies (Y1-Y0)=(Y3-Y2)

Difference-in-Differences (DID) – cont’d
DID impact = (YT aler- YT before) - (Yc aler- Yc before)

Change in par<cipants’
income?
• Y4-Y0
Change in nonpar<cipants’ (control)
income?
• Y3-Y1

Source: Khandker et al. (2009)

DID impact?
• (Y4-Y0)-(Y3-Y1)
• =Y4-Y0-Y3+Y1=Y4-Y3+Y1-Y0
SubsDtute in (Y1-Y0)=(Y3-Y2)
(parallel trend assumpDon):
• = Y4-Y3+Y3-Y2= Y4-Y2
Same as with vs. without!

NotaDon follows Khandker et al. (2009)

Difference-in-Differences (DID) – cont’d
Regression set-up with panel data (without control
variables) where i indexes the individual or HH, and t
indexes Dme, with t=1 azer the program and t=0 before
the program):
Yit = α + ρTi1 + γt + βTi1t + εit
• Which parameter is the DID impact es<mate?
– β (parameter on the treatment*azer term)

Source: Khandker et al. (2009)

NotaDon follows Khandker et al. (2009)

Difference-in-Differences (DID) – cont’d
Panel ﬁxed eﬀects model set-up (WITH control
variables):
Yit = φTit + Xitδ + ηi + uit
• First diﬀerence to remove ηi:
ΔYit = φΔTit + Δxitδ + Δuit
• Which parameter is the DID impact es<mate?
–φ
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PSM - DID
• If have data on parDcipants and non-parDcipants
before and azer the program, then can combine PSM
and DID
• PSM – DID ATT: diﬀerence in mean changes in
outcomes (before vs. azer the program) between
parDcipants and matched non-parDcipants

Instrumental Variables (IV) – cont’d
• Two condi,ons for an IV to be valid:
1. Strongly par,ally correlated with the endogenous
explanatory variable (1st stage parDal F-stat > 10)
2. Uncorrelated with unobserved factors that aﬀect the
outcome variable of interest

Instrumental Variables (IV)
• Probably the method that you are most familiar with
• Covered in IAPRI training in May 2013; recently did
similar training in Kenya à will send materials
• If have a valid IV, then IV approach can correct for
Dme-varying selecDon bias (unlike PSM and DID)
• If combine with panel data, then can do FE-IV to
address Dme-invariant and Dme-varying selecDon bias
• So what 2 condi<ons must a candidate IV sa<sfy to be a
valid IV?

ASIDE: Endogenous Switching Regression Models
• Hambulo will lead us through this discussion

• See IV ppt slides for details
• Downside: very diﬃcult to ﬁnd valid IVs
• Related method: control funcDon (CF) approach
– Useful when using non-linear-in-parameters models (probit,
Tobit, etc.)
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Endogenous Switching Regression
(ESR) Models

ESR set-up (brief)

• First Stage: deﬁne selecDon over a criterion funcDon I

• Useful to study welfare eﬀects of technology adopDon, e.g.
• self-selecDon can confound outcomes (think about only the best
farmers selecDng themselves to adopt technology X and you want
to assess the impacts of adopDng X on Y)
• self-selecDon can cause endogeneity bias

• Because the reasons for selecDon may be systemaDc,
selecDon and outcomes are correlated
• ESR models parcels observaDon units into two regimes (with
one regime observed and the other unobserved). Unlike
• Heckman set-up, ESR allows you to use the full sample
• 2SLS and double hurdle, ESR allows you to get esDmates for both
adopters and non-adopters. These are needed to compute various
impact assessment measures, e.g., ATT, ATU, ATE

• IdenDﬁcaDon requires exclusion restricDons (similar to an
IV); need a variable in the selecDon equaDon not in the
outcome equaDons

Some ESR Model References
• Maddala, G. S. (1983). Limited-dependent and qualitative
variables in econometrics. Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press.
• Lokshin, M., & Sajaia, Z. (2004). Maximum likelihood esDmaDon of
endogenous switching regression models. Stata Journal, 4(3), 282-289.
• Alem, Y., Eggert, H., & Ruhinduka, R. (2015). Improving Welfare Through
Climate-Friendly Agriculture: The Case of the System of Rice
IntensiﬁcaDon. Environmental and Resource Economics, 62(2), 243-263.
doi:10.1007/s10640-015-9962-5
• Abdulai, A., & Huﬀman, W. (2014). The adopDon and impact of soil and
water conservaDon technology: An endogenous switching regression
applicaDon. Land economics, 90(1), 26-43.

• Second Stage: two outcomes equaDons deﬁne the regimes

• Self-selecDon makes corr (ui,e1,e2) ≠ 0. Regime speciﬁc inverse mills
ra<os needed in outcome equa<ons
• The two-steps can be esDmated manually with OLS or MLE (need to
correct standard errors) or using FIML movestay in Stata (more later,
see refs for applicaDons)
• Use condiDonal expectaDons to compute counterfactual outcomes

Regression Discontinuity (RD)
• Who has used RD before and what were you studying?
• RD: “program eligibility rules can someDmes be used as
instruments for exogenously iden,fying program
par,cipants and nonpar,cipants. To establish comparability,
one can use par,cipants and nonpar,cipants within a certain
neighborhood of the eligibility threshold as the relevant
sample for esDmaDng the treatment impact. Known as
regression discon1nuity (RD), this method allows observed as
well as unobserved heterogeneity to be accounted
for.” (Khandker et al. 2009, p. 103)
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Regression Discontinuity (RD) – cont’d

Regression Discontinuity (RD) – cont’d

• Similar to IV “because they introduce an exogenous variable
that is highly correlated with parDcipaDon, albeit not akin to
parDcipaDon” (Khandker et al. 2009, p. 104)
• Examples (from Khandker et al. 2009):
– Grameen Bank program: HH landholding < 0.5 acre
– Pension programs: eligible if above a speciﬁc age

• Zambia examples?
• RD challenges/concerns (per Khandker et al. 2009, p. 103):
1. “Eligibility rules will not be adhered to consistently”
2. “PotenDal for eligibility rules to change over Dme”

We’d like to do future sessions dedicated to
each of these methods.

Source: Khandker et al. (2009)

• Suppose poor HHs eligible for program, non-poor HHs not eligible
• RD gist: esDmate the treatment eﬀect by comparing the average outcomes
of HHs/individuals just to the lez vs. just to the right of the threshold (s*)

Thank you for your attention & participation!

• IV and intro to CF – Nicky will send ppt slides and Stata
code from May 2017 training at Tegemeo
• Sept 2017 – Hambulo – ESR models
• Late 2017/early 2018 – possible session(s) on RCTs
• 2018 – possible sessions on PSM, DID, and RD
WHICH METHODS ARE MOST CRITICAL FOR US TO FOCUS
ON GOING FORWARD?
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